We present a simple yet effective method for generating high quality classical Chinese poetry with Generative Pre-trained Language Model (GPT) [5] . The method adopts a simple GPT model, without using any human crafted rules or features, or designing any additional neural components. While the proposed model learns to generate various forms of classical Chinese poems, including Jueju(绝句), Lüshi(律诗), various Cipai(词 牌) and Couples(对联), the generated poems are of very high quality. We also propose and implement a method to fine-tune the model to generate acrostic poetry. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first to employ GPT in developing a poetry generation system. We have released an online mini demonstration program on Wechat 1 to show the generation capability of the proposed method for classical Chinese poetry.
Introduction
Classical Chinese poetry generation is an interesting challenge of natural language generation. Unlike free text generation, a classical Chinese poem should normally meet both form and content requirements [1] . The form requirements includes the regulations on the number of words (字数), rhyming (押韵), tone patterns (平仄), pairing (对仗), etc . The other requirement is regarding content, which requires that the theme of a poem is consistent and coherent throughout the poem.
There are many different forms of classical Chinese poetry. Appendix A gives a brief introduction of these forms. Our system mainly focus those forms which have strict rules, which include couplets(对联) 2 , Wujue(五绝), Qijue(七 绝), Wulü(五律), Qilü(七律), and vaious Cipai(词牌) including Xijiangyue(西江 月), Manjianghong(满江红), Shuidiaogetou(水调歌头), etc .
Various methods e.g., [1, 2] have been proposed to generate classical Chinese poetry. However, these methods are somewhat complicated so as to satisfy the aforementioned requirements in both form and content. For example, templatebased or constraint checking method is employed to guarantee the correctness of the form of the generated poetry. Key-words based mechanism is proposed to guarantee the consistency and coherency of a poem.
In this paper, we study the problem of poetry generation given a specific type of form requirement and a specific theme. In contrast with the existing methods, we propose a poetry generation method based on the pre-trained model GPT. The underlying model of our proposed method is simply a GPT language model fine-tuned with a classical Chinese poetry corpus, without any additional modifications. All we need to do is to serialize the training poems into formatted text sequences as training data. Poems are generated by sampling from the language model token by token without any constraint to meet the form and content requirements.
In addition, we proposed a fine-tune method to train a model to generate acrostic poetry (藏头诗), where some characters in given positions are predefined. The proposed method can guarantee that specific tokens can be generated by the language model in the corresponding positions.
Compared with existing methods, our propose method has below characteristics:
1. Model Conciseness. The proposed method is a simple Transformer model without additional variables. However, it is powerful enough to guarantee the form and content requirements. Neither we use any human-defined rules or features, nor we define any specific designed neural networks rather the standard GPT.
2. Well-formedness. We surprisingly observe that although we did not explicitly feed the model with any rules or features about classic Chinese poetry, such as the number of characters, rythming, tune patterns and coupling, the model is able to generate poems that automatically meet these rules very well for the tens of forms, even for some fairly complicated "Cipai" like "Shuidiaogetou" which contain around 100 characters. Actually, even for ordinary Chinese people,it is quite hard to master the skills to write well formed classical poems.
3. Poetry Diversity. We employ truncated top-k sampling strategy during the generation process. Hence the generated poems are highly diverse in different runs given the same form and theme.
4. Poetry Artistry. We observe that the model have a fair chance to generate high quality poems that express the poetry themes artistically, which is close to one written by specialized poets. Table 1 shows four poems, among which only one was written by a Chinese poet more than one thousand years ago, while the remaining three poems are generated by our system. Table 1 : A real poem and three poems generated by our system 2 Our Method
Model Details
We refer the readers to the blog 3 or the papers [3, 5, 4] to get a basic understanding of Transformer, which is the underlying model of the proposed method. Figure 1 depicts the process of training the poetry generation model. We implement our own GPT model based on the source code of BERT 4 . The configuration of the size of the transformer is identical to the BERT-Base. We also adopt the tokenization script and Chinese vocab released in BERT. For text generation, we implement truncated top-k sampling instead of beam-search to generate diverse text [6] .
Data processing
The training process includes two phases: pre-training and fine-tuning. Our GPT model is pre-trained with a Chinese news corpus.
For fine-tuning, we collect publicly available classical Chinese poems. As shown in Figure 1 , a sample poem is first transformed into a formatted sequence. A special case is couplets. In most case couplets do not have a theme, we use the first line as the theme and the second line as the body. The form is automatically filled with "对联" (couplets). So the generation of a couplet becomes to generate the second line given the first line, which exactly mimics the activity of Duiduizi (对对子).
The statistics of the pre-training data and fine-tuning data of our model are given in Table 2 .
Model Training
Pre-training: We pre-trained our GPT model on Huawei Cloud Service with a news corpus which is detailed in Table 2 . We trained it in 8 Nvidia V100
(16 GB) GPUs for 4 epochs. The pre-training takes totally 90 hours 5 . Chinese Wikipedia can be an alternative training corpus.
Fine-tuning: We feed the all the training sequences of poems into the transformer and train a auto-regressive language model. The objective is to maximize the probability of observing any sequence X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x |X| }:
where p(x i |x 1 , ..., x i−1 ) is the probability that the token x i will be generated given all the historical tokens. The fine-tune process takes much less time as the model gets overfitted if trained too long. When the model is overfitted, it tends to retrieve raw sentences from the corpus during the generation process.
Poetry Generation
Once the training is completed, we apply the model to generate poems given a form requirement and a theme in the following process. We first transform the form and theme into an initial sequence as [form, identifier 1, theme, identifier 2 ], then the initial sequence is fed into the model and the remaining field of body is decoded token-by-token. Note that we do not apply hard constraint during the decoding process to guarantee the correctness of the form. Instead, the model is able to automatically assign high probabilities to commas and periods in certain positions when decoding. The decoding process is end when we reach the end of the body, which is recognized by an "EOS" token. Truncated top-k sampling: Instead of beam-search during the decoding process, we apply truncated top-k sampling strategy to obtain diverse poems. Each time to sample a token, tokens with top-k largest probabilities are first selected and then a specific token is sampled from the top-k tokens. We observe that the generated poems are in correct form even though truncated top-k sampling strategy is applied.
Train a model for acrostic poetry generation
We employ the same method for train a model for generating acrostic poetry. While the training and generation processes are exactly the same, we format the sequence in a slightly different way. Specifically, we replace the original theme of a poem with the combinations of the first character in each line. In the example, the first characters are "床", "疑", "举", and "低". Then the original them "静夜思" is replaced with "床疑举低". With the new data processing method, this training sample becomes " 五言绝句(格式)床疑举低(藏头诗)床前 明月光，疑. . . 月，低头思故乡。" 5 The model underfitted the data when we employed it for fine-tuning 3 Generated examples and observations A selected set of generated examples by our model is given in Table 3 -6.
We observed that:
• The method performs consistently well in generating couplets(对联), jueju(绝 句) and lüshi(律诗). For couplets shown in Table 3 , almost all the generated second line (下联) are paired with their corresponding first line (上 联) in terms of characters in the same position. For Lüshi as shown in the third and forth poetry in Table 4 , it pairs the third sentences and the forth sentences, and pairs the fifth and sixth sentences, while the remaining sentences are not paired. The observation is quite surprising as the model learns the much complicated pairing rules for Lüshi, which are hard to grasp even for normal educated Chinese native speakers. Pairing sentences in certain places in a poem greatly improves its the quality and beauty.
• Well-formedness. More than 95% of the generated Jueju and Lüshi are well-formed as the form requirement of these poetry categories are relatively simple compared with Cipai. In terms of Cipai, the method does not performs as good as Jueju and Lüshi regarding well-formedness. Possible reasons may include the complexity of the forms and the lack of sufficient data for each type of Cipai. There are tens of thousands of training samples for each category of Jueju/Lüshi, while for Cipai, there are totally 882 types of Cipai in the training corpus but only 104 of them have more than one hundred training samples each and the largest type contains only 816 training samples. The possibilities to generate correct Cis also vary for different types of Cipai, which could be attributed to the differences in complexity as well as the numbers of training samples of that type in the training corpus. The Cipai Shuidiaogetou, which contains 744 training samples, is relatively difficult as the length requirement for each line varies. Roughly 70% of the generated Cis for Shuidiaogetou are correct in form. One of the example is shown in Table 5 .
• Although not explicitly modelled, the rhyming (平仄) and tone patterns (押韵) of the generated poems are also fairly good.
• Diversity. As we adopt sampling strategy while decoding, our method can generate highly diverse output in different runs. As shown in Table 3 and Table 4 , the model generate totally different second lines (下联) for the same first line (上联) and different poems for the same theme in multiple runs. We also notice that when the given first line is in the training corpus, it is possible that the model retrieves the whole original second line from the training corpus. However, for poetry generation, it generates new sentences even though the given theme is in the training corpus.
• Artistry. We observe that the model can sometimes generate high quality poems that express the poetry themes artistically. However, while the generation quality for some given themes are constantly good in multiple runs, some themes, such as "机器翻译", which appear rarely in the training corpus are less likely to generate good poems. "秋思" is a good theme to generate high quality poems. The examples in Table 4 are generated in one run without manual selection. 
Related Work
Early works [9, 10, 7, 8] on Chinese poetry generation have been mostly rulebased or template-based. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [11] was recently introduced as it has been proved to be effective in generation tasks such as machine translation and dialog generation. However, few researchers have adopted the latest self-attention models for generating poems. As far as we know, we are the first to employ GPT in developing a poetry generation system. GPT has been famous for having the capability to generate text that can hardly be distinguished even by human beings. As a natural consequence, a GPT-based method could potentially write high quality poems. Existing methods have been focusing on improve the well-formedness and content coherence of generated poems. To make sure the rhyming, the tone patterns and the pairing of a generation are correct, various strategies have been adopted. For example, Yan (2016) [12] proposes an iterative polishing schema, which refines the generated poem until a well-formed one is obtained. In the mean time, some other works have been investigating the coherence of content throughout a poem. For example, Yi et al. (2018) [1] propose a salientclue mechanism which automatically selects the most salient characters from the so-far generated lines as a theme clue for generating the next line. Yang et al. (2017) [14] and Wang et al. (2016) [13] employ a two-stage approach, Table 4 : Theme "秋思" with different form requirements. Generated in one run without manual selection where a set of keywords are planned first and are then fed into the generation of different lines sequentially. Besides above works, some researchers investigate other interesting topics on poetry generation. For example, Yang et al. (2018) [15] propose a model for stylistic Chinese poetry generation .
Compared with the existing methods, the major advantage of our proposed approach is the conciseness and simplicity of the model. Meanwhile, it still exhibits strong, or sometimes even better ability in generating well-formed and coherent poems. For example, it is easy for our proposed method to generate well-paired sentences at once, especially for Lüshi, which, however, is relatively difficult for the existing method unless multiple times of polishing are adopted. Regarding the content coherence, in rare cases, our proposed method is even beyond relying on keywords to make the poetry coherent. Rather, it expresses either the story, the scene, or the emotion to describe a deeply coherent poetry comprehensively and artistically.
Conclusions and Future Works
We present a classical Chinese poetry generation method based on pre-trained language model. The proposed method is far simpler than existing method based on recurrent neural networks and can generate better poems in some Table 6 : Examples for Acrostic Poetry perspectives. Though the generated poems are not perfect all the time, our preliminary experiments have shown that GPT provides a good start to promote the overall quality of generated poems. That is, how to express the scene, the story, the emotions, and so on in a natural and artistry way. We present this report in the hope of helping researchers in understanding the capability of GPT as well as developing better poetry generation systems. 
A Forms of Classical Chinese Poetry
According to the form requirements, there are different categories of classical Chinese poetry which could be summarized as follows:
• Couplets (对联): A couplet is a pair of sentences in classical Chinese poems which follow strict rules on lengths, rhyming, tone patterns and paring. Couplets are normally not regarded as poems, however they can also be used independently. Here we treat couplets as a category of poetry just for convinience.
• Old Style Poetry (Gutishi,古体诗): mainly includes two forms:
-Five-character Gushi (五言古诗), contain variable number of sentence pairs where each sentence has 5 characters.
-Seven-character Gushi (七言古诗), contains variable number of sentence pairs where each sentence has 7 characters.
Its forms are relatively flexible without strict regulations on lengths, rhyming, tone patterns and pairing.
• New Stype Poetry (Jintishi,近体诗): mainly includes four forms:
-Five-character Jueju (or Wujue, 五言绝句，五绝)，contains 4 sentences where each sentence has 5 characters, totally 20 characters.
-Seven-character Jueju (or Qijue, 七言绝句，七绝), contains 4 sentences where each sentence has 7 characters, totally 28 characters.
-Five-character Lüshi (or Qilü, 五言律诗, 五律), contains 8 sentences where each sentence has 5 characters, totally 40 characters.
-Seven-character Lüshi (or Qilü, 七言律诗, 七律), contains 8 sentences where each sentence has 7 characters, totally 56 characters.
There are strict rules on these forms regarding lengths, rhyming, tone patterns and paring.
• Lyric Poetry (Ci,词): Unlike Gutishi or Jintishi, the sentences in a piece of Ci have different number of characters. Depending on the combinations of different length sentences, there are about 100 different forms of Ci (Cipai), where some of the most frequently used forms are:
Ci also has very strict rules on lengths, rhyming, tone patterns and paring. 
B More Examples
对联(Couplets) 上联(First line) 下联(Second Line) 月色湖光鱼戏月 兰馨梅馥鹿鸣兰 一亭风物一亭荷 千载人文千载歌 人轻担重轻担重 水远山高远山高 客家小镇，名家故里，中和风土毓神奇 广府古城，百府新店，生态园林荟锦绣 美园美焕古今情，喜远养禅风，近养仁风， 山寺山幽林壑秀，欣高吟福地，低吟寿地， 远近无双朝锦绣 高低不尽醉芬芳
